'IRAQ
Shamlya, the chiefs were defiant; in Diwamya, tribal lawless-
ness had broken out, while in Nasiriya and Suq ash-Shuyukh,
public order trembled in the balance. In Diyala, unrest had
increased to such an extent that had any rising taken place
elsewhere, the tribes of Diltawa, Shahraban and Delli 'Abbas
would unquestionably have risen. Prompt and strong measures
restored administrative authority on non-party lines, however,
the Nationalist officials being summoned to Baghdad where the
outstanding offender, the Mutassanf of Hilla, was tried and
adjudged to be unworthy of future employment. Revenue was
collected, land cases settled and incipient revolt checked, aerial
action being necessary in four cases to re-establish the authority
of the Government.
Whether or not the actual incident on August 23rd required
the stern and, in the case of the deportations, even harsh
measures employed, there can be no question that the High
Commissioner, as responsible for peace and order, considered
his measures, vigorously and promptly taken, to be essential
for the well-being of the country as well as for the eventual
success of British policy. His actions restored prestige to the
Government, the country as a whole settling down to *an era
of reconstruction'.1
In order that the measures taken by the High Commissioner
should appear to be constitutional, it was essential that they
should be ratified by the King. Both British and Iraqi officials
were aware of the grave situation which might result if the
King should refuse to give the required ratification. On
September loth, the High Commissioner approached King
Faisal. His Majesty was told plainly that the British Govern-
ment would not tolerate his connection with future Nationalist
agitation nor any further delay in ratifying the Treaty. The
King agreed to invite the Naqlb to form a new Cabinet, after
the receipt of a declaration from the Secretary of State for the
Colonies which would form the basis of an announcement of his
1 Admin. Report, 19^2-1923, p* 21.
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